
ENTRY FORM/DISCLAIMER

The undersigned 

Family name                       Name                             Date of birth                 in            

resident in                street             zip code                        city                prov             
 nation                
tel.            
email           
club  licence nr.      

Public liability Insurance (in case there is one)   

 Signs up to the free cycling ride named “Duomo/Stelvio”, distance around 230km, organized by A.S.D. TEAM 100.1   
that will take place July 24th 2021 fully accepting, by signing this form, its rules and regulations as per attachment (sub. 
Doc. 1).
Aware of criminal consequences he can undergo in case of false statement (see art. 46 and 76 DPR 445/2000) 
under its own responsibility

DECLARES that 

-1- he has taken note that the event on which he is participating is not a competition, psycho-physical endurance 
challenge without ranking;
-2- he actually is physically fit without apparent contraindications to fulfill this cycling ride in a completely safe way 
concerning his body;
-3- he has a valid medical examination/fitness certificate (and/or possess a UCI licence or similar, see DM 24/04/2013);
-4- he has subscribed a public liability insurance that grants the adequate coverage for eventual damages occurred 
during this cycling event;
-5- he has read and is aware of the route, the elevation, of the program together with the weather and street conditions 
that could be difficult (sun, wind, rain, hailstorm, lightning, cold, night, darkness, fog, snow, ice, tornado, free/wild 
animals, etc. etc.);
-6- he is completely aware of the traffic rule and that he will strictly follow them avoiding every possible violation;
-7- he has read, knows and respects all the information and the rules regarding the cycling ride;
-8- he does not make use of doping, drugs or any kind of medical substances that could affect the sport performance or, 
in any case, cause damage or danger situation for itself or others and have subscribed the self-declaration as per DPR 
445 of 28/12/2000

IS AWARE OF and ACCEPTS UNCONDITIONALLY FOLLOWING POINTS
-9- that the route is not signed but identifiable via GPX trace and/or road map;
-10- that it is a not competitive race, there is no ranking, no time keeping;
-11- that every cyclist travles on its own risk and is considered in a free personal ride without any further right 
compared to the other street users;
-12- that every cyclist is the only responsible for its false behavior or, anyhow, violation of the traffic rules that he 
perfectly knows, that there is no health, mechanical assistance, no food service from the organization, there is no sweep 
car service, that there are no obligations for the organizers to search participants on the route during the cycling event;

-13- that he is committed to warn the Organization in case of withdraw by calling the number written on the bag handed
out to the participant;
-14- that there is no obligation for the Organizer to control the routes where the cyclists ride during the event;
-15- that the a.m. ASD Organizing Company is not a professional organizator, but acts only for fun and not for assets 
purpose (1174 Cod. Civ.), and therefore the participation to the ride is a free choice only for fun, in any case not for 
patrimonial reasons. A consequence of above is that the a.m. ASD Organization Company has no responsibility, and is 
in any case indemnified from, connected to the cycling ride. The Company is furthermore indemnified for eventualities 
occurred to the cyclist, during the event (such as accidents, route failure, physical problems, thefts, etc. etc.). Therefore 
the cycling ride has to be intended only as a personal, spontaneous and independent participation to a meeting of 
recreational and amateur cyclists;
-16- that the Organizer, only for hospitality purpose without being entitled to (ex art 1174 e ss Cod. Civ.), can offer to 
the participants one or more food stations and can provide the luggage transportation from start to finish;
-17- that therefore the cyclist participating to the free ride, waiver to every possible legal action against the a.m. ASD 
Organizing Company, acknowledging that it is not a professional Organization Company who is acting only for fun rnot
being enabled to act for patrimonial reasons (ex art 1174 Cod. Civ)



DURING THE RIDE THE CYCLIST IS COMMITTED TO

-18- strictly and obligatorily follow the traffic regulations and the REGOLAMENTO PER L’UTILIZZO E LA 
FRUIZIONE DELLE PISTE CICLO PEDONALI DELLA COMUNITÀ MONTANA VALTELLINA DI SONDRIO 
(the cycle path Sentiero Valtellina);
-19- wear a standard-recognized helmet with closed chinstraps during the whole event, have a repair kit with 
replacement tubes for punctures, rain jacket and survival sheet;
-20- refrain from creating groups that can obstacle the car traffic and meanwhile facilitate it;
-21- travel in a row and make use, if possible, of cycling paths;
-22- be equipped with front and rear light tightly fixed on the bike, adequate for insufficient daylight 
-23- obligatory wear luminescent straps and eventually light signals in case of night ride;
-24- not throw any garbige on the street but throw it in their special containers;
-25- have a respectful and correct conduct vs. the other participants and vs. whoever is on the route.

Place, date:                                             Signature (readable):

To authorize the use of pictures and videos:    
Regarding the Privacy Regulations, to be informed that the personal data contained herein will be preserved by the 
Organization also on files and will be treated fully respecting the safety requirements of my privacy. Following the 
current regulations it is my right, in any moment, to write to the Organization ASD TEAM 100.1 VIALE LUGI 
MAJNO 10 I 20129 MILANO MI or mail: segreteria@team100-1.it to obtain for free the data update or their 
cancellation.
( ) I consent
( ) I don’t consent

Place, date:                    Signature (readable):

The undersigned declares to have read and to specifically approve, also pursuant to and for the purposes of the art.

1341 Cod. Civ., following points:
-2- to be actually in good shape without any apparent contraindication to consent the participation to this cycling ride 
in complete safety concerning his physical conditions; -4- to have a policy of public liability insurance through the 
Federation Licence and/or having personally subscribed, and therefore being covered by,  a specific insurance policy 
which grants adequate coverage for damages eventually occured during this cycling ride; -11- that every cyclist is the 
only responsible for his wrong behavior/conduct, or in any case in violation, to the traffic rules he perfectly is aware of, 
that he is perfectly aware of the fact that there is no medical assistance, food service, mechanical assistance from the 
organizers, that there is no sweep car service, that there is no obligation for the organizers to search participants in the
route during their cycling ride; -15- that the a.m. organizing ASD is not a professional organizing Company, but acts 
only for fun purposes and not patrimonial ones (1174 Cod. Civ.) and that therefore the participation to the ride is 
always exclusively as a personal choice and only for fun and not for patrimonial purposes. The a.m. organizer is 
furthermore indemnified and without responsibilities connected with the cycling ride. The organizer is also 
indemnified from every responsibility regarding eventualities (such as accidents, withdraws, physical problems, thefts 
etc. etc.) occurred to the cyclist during the event. Therefor the ride has to be considered only as a meeting of 
recreational and amateur cyclists in a spontaneous and personal participation; -16- that only for courtesy, without 
being properly entitled to (ex art 1174 e ss Cod. Civ.) the a.m. organizing ASD can organise one or more food stations 
for the participants and also provide the luggage transportation (one piece/participant) from start to finish; -17- that, 
therefore, the participant to the event refrains from every legal action for every possible reason against a.m. organizing
ASD, by acknowledging that the ASD is not a professional Company that acts only for fun purposes without 
qualification (ex art 1174 Cod. Civ.).

Place, date                                 Signature (readable)

     

mailto:segreteria@team100-1.it



